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Thackeray’s Marathi
vs Gujarati Navratri

GTU to offer female students
part-time work experience

MNS gives garba a Marathi twist, turns the tune to politics: No Gujarati songs at MNS
pandals; garba to give way to Marathi folk music bhondla, says leader Shalini Thackeray

o encourage more girls
to stay in the workforce
after finishing graduation and post-graduation, Gujarat Technological
University is set to introduce
part-time work opportunities
for female students right from
second year of engineering.
This decision was taken after a
team of faculty members analysed placement records of different colleges. The analysis of
data gathered over past few
years revealed that the ratio of
girls being offered jobs during
placement was high but the
number of girls joining the
companies was low in comparison.
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aj Thackeray’s Maharashtra Navnirman Sena will not play Gujarati songs at any of its
pandals during Navratri. According to the party’s general secretary Shalini Thackeray,
Marathi folk music, or bhondla,
will take the place of traditional
garba songs at each MNS-sponsored gathering in 12 assembly
constituencies, from Andheri to
Dahisar, where the Gujarati
community is present in significant numbers.
The party has been careful to
scrub all Gujarati references to
Navratri, a festival that is to the
Gujaratis what Ganapati is to
Maharashtrians, from propaganda material distributed to
announce the nine-day celebrations, which began on Monday.
“Garba is actual ly a part of Guja-
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rati culture. It came to dominate
the city’s streets after the mercantile class from that state
moved to Mumbai,” Thackeray,
who is a Punjabi from Uttar Pradesh, told Mumbai Mirror. “But
one should not forget that Maharashtra too had a tradition of
welcoming the goddess [Durga], which was called bhondla.
As garba took root, the Maharashtrian ritual faded away. We
want to revive our practice of
celebrating Navratri.” Thackeray is married to Jeetendra, Raj’s
cousin who contested the
Mumbai North West lok sabha
seat in 2009 and the 2014 assembly elections from Dindoshi, both of which she lost.
The Gujarati community is
more than a little sceptical
about the success of the MNS’
mission. “Garba and dandiya
were originally set to music
from Gujarat.Although they
can be performed to songs from
any state, the entertainment

and fun one gets from the original compositions would be lost
if the language was changed,”
said Neeta Parmar, a Gujarati
who claims to be a fervent devotee of the original form. Garba
involves the clapping of hands
while that action is performed
using two pairs of sticks in dandiya.
Aruna Pendse, professor of
political science at Mumbai
University, said the proposed
admixture of culture and politics would prove counterproductive.”The MNS should focus
on implementing its blue print
for Mumbai’s development instead of engaging in such gimmicks,” he told Mirror. The party, predictably, is quite sanguine
that its Marathi Navratri will
prove a success. “People of our
community especially the
youth will celebrate the festival
with much joy,” said Dinesh Salvi, MNS head of the Charkop assembly constituency.
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POLICE BANDOBAST FOR
GARBA CELEBRATIONS
Following release of garba CD under the title ‘Anamat
Na Garba’ by OBC leader Alpesh Thakor and special
garba tracks prepared by Patidar leaders to raise
demands for OBC quota, city police has tightened
bandobast outside Ranip, Ghatlodia, Krishnanagar,
Naroda and Bapunagar police stations. Senior police
officials said “This Navratri festival, we have fixed security points of home guards and local police staff in several
areas. For this, the police have scrutinized several
residential societies where majority of the Patels reside.
We will keep an eye at the movements of the participants
of garba events organised under the guidance of
OBC movements in the city. In Ranip, the police have
identified more than 34 locations and around 50
locations in Ghatlodiya , Naroda, Bapunagar and
Krishanagar police stations’ jurisdictions.”

RLY GETS HOAX BOMB LETTER
Ahmebabad railway police received a letter threatening

to blow off Merusagar Express and another train at Kalupur railway station on Wednesday. The unknown sender
introduced himself as a member of terrorist group Indian
Mujahideen in the letter. Inspector R R Pirojiya said, “We
have checked every corner of Kalupur railway station
and CCTV footage received from there. We doubt that
someone sent the letter only with the intention to spread
fear because Merusagar Express is not connected to the
city. We are inquiring if the case is connected to Vadodara as in the last one month the police and different establishments in the city received several threat letters. ”

IIT-GN PROMOTES MATHS, SCIENCE
In a bid to strengthen the knowledge and exposure of
school children in subjects such as science and mathematics, Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar (IITGn) has begun a series of workshops. The first workshop
of the series was organized at IIT-Gn’s new campus on
Monday. Around 200 students from classes 11 and 12 of
Kendriya Vidyalaya No 3 and Kendriya Vidyalaya, CRPF,
Gandhinagar, participated in the workshop, wherein they
made flutes out of straws and a traditional charkha that
spins electric energy.
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While the committee believes there are multiple parameters responsible for this,
the college has come up with
an idea of offering work opportunities to women in startups or small units in the second year of engineering so
that they are mentally prepared to work in a professional
setup once they graduate.
“Social barriers play an important role in deterring girls
from taking up jobs. Several of
them were not mentally prepared to work with corporates
or multi-nationals because of
preconceived notions,” said a
committee member who did
not want to be named.
The varsity believes that
encouraging more women to
participate in workforce will
also improve the economy of

the country. “At present, GTU
innovation council is doing
great work to link start-ups
with students where they can
work as trainees. But under
this initiative, any student
who will work in start-ups or
small-scale companies will
earn extra course credits,” says
GTU VC Akshai Aggarwal.
Diti Patel, a final year student of mechanical engineering at Sal Engineering College,
says, “This is an excellent idea
as it will give girls an opportunity to explore work opportunities and environment at
workplace. I think the lack of
confidence in girls is a reason
why most of us do not climb
the career ladder. Working
with companies from second
year will boost our confidence
level.”

